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Fundraising reaches
high despite recession
By Ry an Feeley
STAFF WRITER
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Studentsand alumni came togetherlast weekendto seeColby football beat Hamilton.

Students enj oy substance-free " hall
By Laura Pavlenko
FEATURES EDITOR

to have a residence hall that was completely
substance-free, but a misunderstanding at
room draw caused the concept tobe changed .
"Some people thought it would be a
chemical-free environment on the premisis,
and it would be okay to go to the Student

"Some people think it s like Coburn, or
like walking into a dungeon, but it's not.
There are always people around with music
playing," said Erika Sayewich '92, head
resident of Sturtevant, as she described
Colby's first substance-free residence hall.
This fall, Colby joined other colleges
around the nation who are now offering a
substance-free living option for students.
".We should be able to provide a place for
students to live in a substance-free
environment," said Paul Johnston, associate
dean of students. "We would be negligible if Centeroranotherhall todrink,"said Johnston.
we didn't provide that."
"I hoped the people who would live there
Lastspringjohnston 'soriginal intent was would have elected not to drink."
Instead of having residents be completely
substance-free, they aro allowed to drink
responsibly outside of the residence hall.
Johnston said that there are no formal rules
drawn up, but it is important that "no one is
under tho influence to tho point that it objects
to the lifestyle in the hall."
"It's pretty self-policing," said Sayewich.
"There are people who have decided to
drink," said Johnston. "But most of the first year students.have embraced the concept."
"We do drink, but not In excess," said
Skye Stewart '94, a Sturtevant resident. "My
lifestyle hasn't changed at all. I like having no
alcohol in the building, nobody puking in the
bathroom."
Tho majority of Sturtevant residents arc
first year students, and Johnston expressed
concern thpt someof them had been pressured
p hoto by Amy K.L. tiorrell
Sturtevant continued on page 13
Sturtevant head resident, Erika Sayewich '92.

"We do
drink ,
hut not
in
excess"

Colby's fundraising effort [in 1991]yielded a
703% return," Helm said.
One of the highli ghts of this year's
fundraising was the gift of $1.2 million for the
Christian A Johnson Endeavor Foundation
Chair. Therequirementforreceivingthischair
was to raise three more $1million chairsin the
next three years, a challenge that has already
been met by Trustee Wilson Piper, Professor
Emeritusjames Gilespee,and Alumnus Frank
Miselis.
Colby has also been awarded a $1 million
grant from the Howard Hughes Medical
Institutes for development in thebiosciences.
Colby tied with Reed College for the highest
amount received from this fund, while Bates
received $900,000 and Bowdoin Teceived
nothing.
This year Colby's Department of
Development was honored with an award of
Special Recognition for Total Development
Effort. Colby was one of only two small
colleges in the country to receive the award .?

Colby fundraising had "a very good year"
despite unpromising outlooks, said Randy
Helm, vice president of development.
Fundraising resulted in $6,551,000 in cash
receipts, an increase of 26% over last year's
fundraising, said Helm.
In addition, Helm said, there are new
commitments from donators that amount to
$9,717,000. Of these new commitments some
funds have already been collected, and the
rest will be collected in future years.
"If there's any bad news, its that we have
to top that next year," said Helm.
One million dollars of this year's
fundraising will be used for scholarships,
according to Helm. Some of the Other
fundraising will pay for the completio n of th e
Carl Nelson Physical Therapy Center, the
completion of the Bixler museum expansion,
and thecompletion of theartand musiclibrary
expansion, said Helm. Also, "substantial
progress toward funding the bunder
Admissions house [ha s been'made]," said
Helm.
"This is definitely the best year Colby's
ever had," Helm said. All funds increased
from 1990, and the alumni fund increased by
18% to a record setting $1,479,407. Parent
donations increased by 26% to $293,683,
including $102,507 from senior parents.
Problems with former fraternity members
refusing to donate was minimal.
"lt pains me to see that some [alumni] are
disaffected, but it hasn't crippled us," said
Helm.
The Departmen t of Development and
Alumni Relations was able to decrease the
cost of fundraising this year to 14 cents per
dollar. This figure has decreased from 22
cents in 1989, and 17 cents in 1990. These
photo by Amy K.L. Borrell
figures mean that "every dollar spent on Vice President of Development Randy Helm.

Construct ion of
Lovejoy hole on hold?
By Marty Hergert
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Though construction of Lovejoy appears
to beat a standstill, theadministration is busy
preparing the final plans.
The gaping hole and orange barriers are
only the first step in the construction of the
new faculty offices and classrooms slated to
be finished by August of 1992.
"Wc dug the hole earlier this sufnmer in
order not to have noise during class time,"
said the Administrative Vice President Arnold
Yasinski. Blasting was required to remove
tho bedrock beneath the parking lot. "You

would not have wanted to be on campus two
months ago," said Yasinski. "The buildings
shook with the blasts."
Thconlyunplanncddelayssofarocctirred
when architects made a slight redesign of
several classrooms.
"It has pushed the project back two or
three weeks but shouldn 't effect the
completion date," said Yasinski.
"Right now the final construction
documents arc being prepared [with the
companies]," said Yasinski. "A contract
should bo signed in the next week and
construction will begin the second week of
Novcmber."Q
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Nelson Center scheduled to
open

TheCarl Nelson Physical Therapy Center will be dedicated
after the Bowdoin football game on November 9th,said Dean
oftheCollegeEarlSmith.Theairrent tramingroom wasbuilt
while Runnals was still the women's athletic center. "It just
wasn't built for the numbers of athletes we have, especially
coed," said Smith.The new facilities will be larger with more
therapy benches and more room for whirlpools and other
therapy equipment.
Head athletic trainer and Director of Health Services Carl
Nelson has been with the college since 1959. Nelson has twice
been a trainer for the U.S. Olympic Team.
The principle gift of $100,000 for the Therapy Center was
iven
by the Alfond family of Waterville. The funds donated
g
by the Alfond family were quickly matched through other
donations.
"Carl has a lot of friends," said Smith. (M.S.)

Eight profs up for tenure

Eight Colby professors are candidates for tenure this
semester.
They are: Assistant Professor and Director of Russian /
Soviet studies Anthony Anemone;, Assistant Professor of
Government Pamela Blake; Assistant Professor of Economics
David Finley;Assistant Professor of Music Rebecca Gerber;
Assistant Professor of Modern Languages and Director of
Colby in Cuernavaca Javier Gonzalez-Alonso; Associate
Professor of Classics Hanna Roisman; Associate Professor of
Classics and History Josef Roisman; and Assistant Professor
of Philosophy and Religion Nikky Singh.
The selection process will continue throughout the first
semester, and final selections will be approved at the Board
of Trustees meeting in January, 1992. (E.C.)

Governor McKernan visits
Colby

Governor of Maine John McKernan will speak briefly
about negative politics in government in the Robin'sroom at
3 p.m. tomorrow, said Republicans' Club President Laura
Steinbrink. The governor is speaking at the request of Colby
Republicans,and will allow for a question-and-answer session
following his talk.
"It'san excellent opportunity,sincethere will be a question
and answer period, for us as citizens to partake in telling our
leaders how we feel," said Steinbrink. "[the Republicans'
Club] is grateful that he is taking time out of his schedule to
speak to what is commonly referred to as the most politicall y
apathetic group in the nation- college students," she said.
(K.L.)

'Cosmo' calls the Echo for
advice

M.C.I. isn't the only way to
call home anymore

MCI, until now the only company whose calling card
could be used when phoning outside the local Waterville
area from a campus phone, now has competition from Sprint
and AT&T. The latter two options were previously blocked
by the college, said Jason Soules '93, president of the Student
Association.
"Colby got a good deal and a monopoly from working
with MCI," he said. "Some people want a choice though."
The Federal Communications Commission has a law
against organizations such as Colby regulating which
telephone carrier can be used> a law the school was to begin
to abide by last week. To access the other networks, all th at
was necessary was a flip of the switch, Soules said. (D.H.H.)

A representative from Cosmopolitan, the upscale
magazine for women, phoned the Echo recently searching for
a senior woman to serve on the board of its new publication,
Life After College. Karen Dixon '92, will serve on the board
along with'women from nineteen other colleges.
The new magazine, aimed at college women and recent
graduates, is an off-shoot of theoriginal Cosmo.It will address
Colb fell two
issues such as finding a job after graduation and how to WorldRepy orts' 1992places to number twenty in U.S. Newsand
ranking ofthe top twenty-fiveliberal arts
adjust to life after college. (C.A.)
schools in the nation. The list, which was released in the
September 30 edition of the magazine, ranked Bowdoin
Exhaust • Brake s • Struts
College number four, below Williams, Swarthmore and
Front end • Shocks
Amherst. The rankings are based on survey results from
college presidents, deans and admissions directors. Bates
College, which tied with Hamilton last year for nineteenth,
Free Estimates Available
failed to make the list this year. (A.K.)

Colby falls in U.S. News
ranking
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155 College Ave
Waterville
873-2715
Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-3

Faculty members earn
Ph.D.s over sumnier

New professors William Klein (Psychology), Russ Porter
(English), and Paul Doss (Geology), all earned their Ph.D.s
this past summer.
Also achieving their doctorates were French professor
Frank Bri ght and long-time Colby professor of history and
education Marilyn Mavrinac. Mavrinac has been teaching
here since 1963.
n
Earning a Ph.D. promotes teachers from the title of
instructor to assistant professor. (M.S.)
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The Jitney stops at the Concourse at 2:10, 2:50, 3:10,
3:50, 4:10, 4:50, 5:10, 5:50, 6:10,6:50 Monday Saturday. 7-10 on Request. 10-2 Safe Rides Pickups
on Weekends.
We have whole wheat pizza, nachos, pitchers
of soda, full liquor license, electric dartboard,
and CD Jukebox with over 75 CDs.
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At 55 East Concourse, Waterville ~ 873-5255
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Busch Bar Bottles
• $10.86 per case + tax and deposit
Old Milwaukee Best
• half barrel $33.98 + tax and deposit
Molson 12 pack - Golden and Light
• $7.49 + tax and deposit

We sell Discount Beer, Wine,and Soda,
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Millard immersed in Colby
By Elizabeth Herbert

CONTRIBUTINGWRITER

"Someofthestudentsherethink
that I'm also a student," said Julie
Millard,the newest faculty member
in Colby's chemistry department.
Millard said these mistakes make
her feel like a college student all
over again.
As the faculty resident in Dana,
Millard finds herself totally
immersed in student life.
"It's a good way to get
introduced to life at Colby," she
said, "and it's very convenient."
Noise from the students in the
residence hall is not usually a
problem since her apartment is
located on the side of Dana.
People are so accommodating.
I haven't met anybody who isn't
nice," said Millard, who added
she likes the feeling of the

Colby campus.
Millard chose to come to Colby
because she wanted to teach at a
small,liberal arts college where the
emphasis was on teaching rather
than research.
"It's a good way to closely
interact with people," she said.
This semester she is teaching
Biochemistryand next semester she
will teach Chemistry for Citizens.
"Chemistry for Citizens is a
chemistry course for non-science
students. It will be a challenge to
try to get students interested in an
area they would normally avoid,"
said Millard.
Millard finds that teaching
"never ends," but she puts time
aside to go running each day. "It's
a good way to get to know the
area."
Born and raised in New
England, Millard received her
bachelor's degree from Amherst
College and went on to earn a Ph.D.

at Brown University in Rhode
Island. She spent two years at the
University of Washington in Seattle
doing-post-doctoral work.
While in Washington she met
Sandor Nagy, her "significant
other," who is living with Millard
in the Dana apartment. Nagy, a
Massachusetts native, holds an
associates degree in Engineering
and would like to enroll next
semester at University of Maine at
Orono to receive a bachelor of
science degree in mechanical
engineering. This semester Nagy
has been auditing a linear algebra
class and a physics class at Colby.
Millard and Nagy intend to live
on campus for at least the restof the
school year. They have been
planning events for students in
Dana such as brunches and study
breaks, and have already held a
rock-climbing slide show as a
Thursday night study break.Q

Homecoming a success:
Alumni gather for games and concerts
By David Holtzman
STAFF WETTER
Homecoming weekend went as
planned for students and some 150
registered alumni who found there
was plenty of activity.throughout
the weekend to keep them busy.
Concerts by Livingston Taylor
and 1964,a Beatles cover-band were
well attended, as were the various
sporting events.
Homecoming wasscheduledfor
late September, rather than later in
the fall as it usually is, because it
had to be planned around athletic
events,said Tullio Nieman,director
of Student Activities.
"We
try
to
revolve
[Homecoming] around the sports
schedule/' said Nieman. "It's put
together well in advance, as a
collaborative effort between the
commons,the Student Association
and the Alumni and Scheduling
offices."
"Athletic teams generally had
more games at home on this
particular weekend than others,"

r
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said Sue Cook, director of alumni
relations. "Homecoming should be
back in October for the next few
years."
The Livingston Taylor concert
Friday ni ght "wasn't too tough to
get" and was a good choice for the
weekend,said Nieman. The College
saved money by having Taylor
come to Colby before he went to
perform in Vermont. Taylor lives
in Boston, making him much more
accessible than someone living on
the West Coast, Nieman said.
"The entertainment load is big.
Student Activities handles most of
that. But orientation and the first
weekend before classes is also
tough. And the time around
Graduation in May is absolutely
the craziest," said Nieman. Some
musical acts seen on campus last
weekend, such as the New Orleans
Jazz Band, which played in the
fieldhouse, were booked not for
Homecoming but as part of an
ongoing series, said Nieman.
Alumni meetings over the
weekend were fairly uneventful ,
said Cook. A new group,
the alumni Career Services
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Committee,discussed alumni
assistance to students looking for
jobs. The group, formed by the
Alumni Committee, will work
with the on-campus career office.
Colby athletics had a fairly .
successful weekend, according to
Dick Whitmore, director of
athletics. The football team
toppled Hamilton, and men's
soccer and field hockey were also
victorious.
"The push for the athletes to ,
play extra hard is that they know
all the alumni are watching from
the sidelines, he said. "It was a
precursor, hopefully, of a really
good fall."
In spite of some 30 parties
raging across campus, the most
damage was reported by two
students whose bicycles, each
worth between $500 and $1000,
were stolen from racks outside
Foss and Woodman. In addition,
a lamppost was knocked down
near the Health Center and the
antique printing press on display
in the street of Miller Library was
knocked over twice, but was not
seriously damaged .Q
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Rent or Buy All Your Party Needs With Us

Heckman s Party Palace
142 College Avenue,Waterville
873-4944
• We Accept Colby Purchase Orders •
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Pleasure & Halter
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Downstairs from the Silver Street Tavern

"Thursday Night is Senior Night
Featuring:

A 5 foot sub at 10pm - Free to all comers
Door Prizes and Giveaways - Bring Your ID
Olvmpia*r3eer and Coors Light 16oz. $1.50
Be sure to check thfc chalkboard
for weekly Food and Drink Specials!!
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Top Ten List for This Week
Ten synonyms for "First-Year Student"
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Bates Collegetewiston,ME
MarkLant a seniorafc Bates,was investigatedla&tweek fry iiheUnitedSfates Secret
^
Service for Apolitical radicalism*" andt a possible "'threat to national security/' The
alleged incident ocea*red during President Buahte visit to Lewiston on September &
Lentwasaccusedofmakingradical statementsagainst the govemmentandrequesting
floor plansoftheschoolwhereBash wasscheduled tospeakuLunt wasquestioned as
to hisintentions/ and hisroomwassearched by Safety and Security, who uncovered
*wolegallyreglsteredhandgitms.Questions as to howtihesearch was enactedand the
rightsof the student involved wereraised by professors and students alike.No legal
\ according
action was takenand the accusationswerepassed off as"completeh allshif*
to £wxik
University oiSouthern Maine
Gorhan^ ME
internationalStudiesmajorscomplainof curricular confusionand "administrative
tteglecV resultingfrom the administration'sfailure to find an adequate replacement
forioxmerFrofessorof Political ScieneeKareh Erickson,whoservcdasadvisorfor the
maJo^Registcationforfhelnfentational Studies majorisdiscourageduntil a.permanent
advisor Is found..The nine students still enrolled as maj ors willreceive academic
advise from temporary advisor Richard Stebbins,
Massachusettsinstitute of Technology
Cambridge,MA
IVfXT is working on a program to increase its female faculty member?/ at the
suggestion of the Eqnal Opportunity Committee.Plans are also underway£ox a fund
whicrtwillbring more female lecturersto thecampus.Women accounted for less than
ten percent of the M.LT*faculty last year*
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11 am - 2am Fri. & Sat.
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By Selected Echo Staff

10. Freshperson/Fresh perdaughter
9. Lightweight
8. Freshmeat
7. Clean
6. Mr./Ms. Open Container
5. Know-it-all
4. Collegiate Virgin
3. Boot
2. 13th Grader
1. Freshman

Echo Archiv e ;

Coed open house

required to prop their doors open.
Those men not receiving visitors
were forbidden to leave their doors
By Heather Logan
open .
STAFF WRITER
During the experimental period,
the dorm was open for visitation
The College conducted a only during specified hours.
"unique experimental open house" Monday through Friday room
in all-male Robins Hall in October, visitation could only occur between
3:00 and 5:00 p.m.
1967, by allowing
Weekends were
women to visit
more lenient as
mens'dorm rooms
women could stop by
during specified
rooms between noon
daily periods.
and
6:00p.m.The hall
The activities of
lounge was open for
visitors and hosts
socializing with
were
strictly
monitored. Each resident served as women every day from noon until
a chaperoneon a rotatingbasis,and the closing of the women's dorms.
The experiment lasted for a week
women had to sign in with the
and
leftmost students enthusiastic
chaperone on duty before entering
for
further
visitation
any rooms.
Men with female visitors were opportunities.Q
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«* Stage Audition
Professional
Studio.
Voice
Preperafion
Instruction

Brent & Gayle Maroon

Are you interested in

877-9191
25 Grove St.
Wate rville , Me. 04901

Colby In London

Off-Campus Study Office
Deadlines for Spring 1992

?

Colby in Liibeck: October 15

If so...come to the organizational meeting
for Colby in London , Spring 1992
Tuesday, October 8, 5:00 P.M.
Whitney Room - Roberts

Exchan ge (Claremont , Howard ) : Oct. 16
Colby in London: November 1
Get your copy of the
"International Study Opportunities"
brochure at the PCS Oifte, ML 009.
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By Karney Hatch
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
The environmental problems
that face our world today seem
insurmountable at times. There's
air pollution and water pollution,
the destruction of the ozone layer,
and the decimation of the rain
forests, to name just a few. The
question is, what can we as college
students do about this?
Recycling and other programs
that stress the value of individual
actions are a good way to begin. But
anyone who is serious about the
problem must realize that major
advances can only be made on a
larger scale. To achieve this,
organizations that pool the
resources of many individuals and
use these "resources to affect the
decisions of governments are
needed. There are many of these
groups already in existence.
My problem, which is probably
the same as yours, is that I do not
have a lot of money. If I were a
millionaire, I could afford to give a
respectable sum to every proenvironment organization out
there. But if you add up all the costs
we pay to go to school, there j ust
isn't enough left over to support
more than a few groups. This raises
another question: which groups
deserve the limited support that
most college students are able to
give?
This selection process can be
very difficult. It is essential to
determine which groups are
following agendas that deserve our
support.It is easy for environmental
groups to quote facts and use scare
tactics to convince people that their
cause is a valid one. Fortunately for
the world, not all of the apparent
crises out there are really as critical
as these groups would have us
believe.
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The example of the spotted owl
is only one case in which an isolated
problem hasbeenblown completely
out of proportion in order to serve
the interests of an environmental
group. The worst part of it is that it
actually worked. Logging in some
areas was completely shut down
becauseof the spotted owls.Anyone
familiar with the issue will tell you
that the spotted owl, although
endangered, was really used only
as an instrument to combat the
cutting of forests and is not actually
in as much danger as some of the
lobbies involved would like us to
believe. So while we continue to
burn the rain forests and deplete
the ozone layer,th e lobby ists spent
too much time trying to shut down
the logging industry to save a
species of owl.
Before I am labeled an antir
environmentalist, let me make my
point clear. We live in d ifficult times,
and not only individuals but also
groups have limited resources with
which to combat our environmental
woes. We must stop wasting our
timetilting windmillsand comeface
to face with the real problems.
In order to do this, don't take,
everything you hear at face value.
Consult alternate sources of
information to verify f acts befo re
giving money to environmental
groups. Listen to both sides of any
conflict before making a decision.
Also, don't put too much faith in
the press. Publications such as TIME
and the New York Times have a
liberal bias,especially when it comes
to the environment.
Finally, never forget that there
are human economic and social
concerns that must be considered
along with the threat to the
environment. By all means it is good
to give your share to the cause, but
give in an intelligent manner or
your money will end up hurting
peop le and not helping* the
environment-^

Colby adds new
Environmental Studies minor
By Peter Hay den
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
One of the newest ways for
students to focus on environmental
issues at Colby is through the new
Environmental Studies minor.
Academically, Colby has had
contact with the environment that
large city universities can only
dream about. The biology and
geology departments have put the
surrounding countryside to good
use in lab session/field trips. The
minor increases the interest in and
development of other such
programs.
The minor requires seven
courses,includingtwo from the E.S.
listing, Environment and Society
and the Senior Colloquium. The
minor is more of a humanistic study
than its counterparts in the science

departments, which seem to be
more technically oriented. Courses
such as
in
departments
Anthropology and Philosophy are
accepted towards the minor.
Matt Kearns '93, who recently
picked up the Environmental
Studies minor , feels that the
program does cover enough bases
within the subject "for a liberal arts
program. You can pursue it in a
number of ways with the courses
they've got," but feels that "at least
intro biology should be required as
a core course." With only a seven
course requirement from several
fields, it's "not hard to pick up,"
says Kearns, who took Biology his
first year. However, enough of an
emphasis on strictly environment
related classes will help the minor
to attract only interested students,
not just ones who happen to havo
accidentally racked up enough
required courscs.Q

How clean is J ohnson Pond?

p hoto by KatherineBordwdl

Envirof acts

'92,a member of the Environmental
Council.
Information regarding the
Contributing Writer
organization'smeetingsand events
-Every ton of recycled paper can also be found here.
saves approximately 17 trees and
A small chalk board hanging in
7,000 gallons of water, and keeps the Student Center displays
almost 60 pounds of air pollution environmental quotes and facts.
out of the air.
The information changes weekly
-If every household in the U.S. and focuses on recycling, in an
used old bags for one grocery attempt "to make people think
shopping trip it would save nearly about recycling when they 're
60,000 trees.
reading their mail," rather than
-A quart of motor oil can pollute discarding their junk mail as trash,
250,000 gallons of water.
said Karen Andreas '95, also a
-Americans throw out 85% of member of the council.
the office paper we use.
The Environmental Council is
-Every family produces 15 announcing its upcoming meetings
pounds of hazardous waste each and environmental facts in Colb/s
year.
Mooseprints. Hopefully, the great
If you have visited Miller availability of information will raise
Library, the Student Center, or a people's
awareness
of
hall
latel
y,
you
have
dining
environmental issues and increase
probably read some environmental participation in the recycling
facts such as these. In an effort to program at Colby.?
raise people's awareness, Colby's
Environmental Council has been
increasing
publicity
of
environmental facts through the
bulletin board in the street of the
library, a chalkboard in the Student
Center and information in
Mooseprints.
Designed "to make people more
aware of what's really going on in
the world," the bulletin board in
the library features current articles
of interest and environmental news
found in newspapers, magazines
and pamphlets, said Amy Kraviz

Christy Lynch

This bulb's for you!

Mgh t Bull. $ . compact ftaortsttcnf: light buMwBM average of 1$

watts to generate60 w<Ut& a f incandescent,bri ghtness * saving 45 Walls
of energy every hour ihoy burn.
t f every American household (100 million) converted #M lampp to
cmpM f) uof .tfeem bufofc A meri«i wouldbcw.npatt energy export j ng
nation. Five ligh ts per household $80 each house, ti mes 100 million
and you got $8billion, A figure less than ono third of what President
Bush h as spent defending thepit fields of Sju .cU Arabia, - Rotf Cwd$,
Spring 1991
-MaK Brown

EDUCATION
FORTHE
REALWORLD
Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.

Area and

Functional Fields:

Q Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
? Soviet and East
European Studies
? Middle East Studies

? International Relations
? International Business

Management

? International Security
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0 Comparative

*

Development

? International Economics

App ly by February 1 for
assistantships and other
financial aid.

SlNorfoSouth Center
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Studen ts who are in terested
in In teramer i can issues are
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apply for North-South Center
Graduate Assistantships.
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Admissions, Room * 363
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
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Kahn brings awareness to campus
By Tracey Hardman
FOCUS EDITOR

Professor Peter Kahn , a
specialist in environmental
education,is a welcomeaddition to
the Education Department this year.
Kahn, who majored in English at
the University of California ,
is
Berkeley,
enthusiastic about
his involvement in
environmental
education at Colby.
This semester he is
teaching ED 271,
' E n v i r o nm e n t a l
Science and Values
Education'.
"My sense of the
environmental
studies here is that
it is strongly
in
grounded
Biology, and while
that is obviously an
i m p o r t a n t
component, our
class addresses
some other important aspects,such
as the philosophy and especially
the psychology by drawing on a
combination of the scientific,
p hilosophical and psychological in

thinking
seriously
about
education," said Kahn.
"I think [Kahn's ED 271 class] is
a great introduction
to
environmental philosophy," said
Emily Muldoon '93. "It helps
especially with reflections on
personal experiences with the
environment. It's really interesting
to see the different perspectives that
can be " taken on
environmental
issues."
Before coming
to Colby, Kahn
taug ht a t th e
University
of
California at Davis,
and
at
the
University
of
Houston, where he
taught Education
and
Human
Development.
In Houston he
received a grant
from the Texas
Education Agency
on a Research and
Curriculum Project
to create an environmental
curriculum for an impoverished
inner-city school in the black
community. Kahn is interested in
solving the complex problems faced

Recycling did not exist at Colby
when developinganenvironmental until three years ago. There were no
yellow barrels, no blue bins, and no
curriculum in such a situation .
"A great deal of environmental place to put bottles and cans.
As a first-year student, Jenny
education comes from the white
'92, organized the recycling
Alfond
middle class. The question we're
movement
that exists today. She and
interested in is what makes sense in
an impoverished city," Kahn said. hergroupfirst tried toappeal toColby's
"Our basic premise is that you've economic interests,such as the money
got to start from what the students Colby wouldreceivefbrrecycled goods
and community find important and in contrast to what they werecurrently
payingtoputordinarytrashinlandfills.
relevant."
"[Theadministration .did not want
Kahn seesmany positive aspects
in Colby students being involved to waste money on a doubtful project.
with his research, from the obvious They wanted us to try recyclingout on
job and graduate school our own, and if it worked out, they
opportunities to Colby's goal of would takeitoverfromus/'saidAlfbnd.
Along with Ken Gagnon of
increasing diversity not only in the
Administrative
services and Keith
student bod y but in course
Stockford of the Physical Plant
offerings.
"If students are interested in Department, the group worked on its
gettin g involved, I'm really open to owntotaterontrolofGolb/srecydable
a kind of collegiate research wastes.
"There were times when I would
relationship, although it definitely
be
in
a car hanging on to bagsof cans,"
would take students dedicated,and
said Jenny,
interested in research."
Last spring the Physical Plant
"I'm pleased with what great
students we have here," he said. Department took over the collecting
"Let me dra w a bit on Bill Cotter- andhaulingofrecyclablernaterial.Each
l'm finding students who are day, custodians pick up the material
int ellectua llysharp,compassionate, and haul it off to processing sites.
"TheprogramisstiHrelativelynew,
socially activeand that'sa pleasure.
I aim to build on these strengths but aside from a few small problems,it
and have students take that into
their own teaching."Q

Enviroment al council
makes educa t ion a priori ty
By Tracy Hardman
FOCUS EDITOR

Education is topp ing the
Environmental Council's priority
list this year. In addition to
continuing two programs started
last year, involving education at a
local elementary school and the
Waterville Boys and Girls Club,the
Council may be extending their
educational focus to include
another elementary school.
"We decided last year that we
needed specific goals, and we
decided that education would be
our big thing, both on campus and

off," said Jenny Alfo n d '92,
environmental council officer.
Ashley Weld '92, another
council officer,is hoping to create a
pamp hlet about environmental
education to distribute to other
schools. She would like to
incorporate both environmental
facts and reflections on the
Environmental Council's growth at
Colby.
Last year the council began its
educational focus with a program
at Brookside Elementary. Four
volunteers went to the school and
led a lecture and discussion on the
reasons behind recycling and a
hands-on activities in which the

children m a de a nd decora ted their

own recycling centers.
"When had them make their
own recycling center, it got them
more involved and made them feel
special," said Alfond , who also
commented on how the program
affected the volunteers. "It was
really neat because every time we
went down there it was so
inspiring."
This year the council has
expanded the program at Brookside
and is hoping to start a program at
the Pleasant Street School.
"We wanted to have three or
four people visiting the same
Education continued on page 13

Colby water okay to drmk /
By Karney Hatch
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Despite what many people
think, the water at Colby is quite
safe. The current taste and
appearance of Colby's water can be
easily explained. The coppery taste
that people sometimes notice is in
fact copper. The level of copper in
Colby's water is far from being over
theEPA limits,however.According
to Professor Whitney King of the
Chemistry Department, the fact that
we can taste it "just shows that
your tongue can detect copper at
ei ght hundred part s per billion."
The other complaint people
have about tho water is "the little
floaty things" that can sometimes
be seen in a glass of Colby tapwatcr.
Professor Russell Cole of the
Biology Department, who was
involved in the original analysis of
Colby's water two years ago, said
that these "floaty things" arc
microorganisms that have been
killed by the chlorination in the
Water. Since they arc all dead, they

are not a health risk.
For those who don't like the
idea of eating an occasional dead
microorganism , the Kennebec

Water District is in the process of
building a new water treatment
plant. The plant will disinfect,

Recycling program exp ands

chlorinate, filter, and buffer the
water and the process will both
remove the microorganisms and
reduce the amount of copper tha t
the water builds up while in the
p ipes. It is due to go on-line in July
of 1993.
A scare in the spring of 1989
focused on high lead levelsin water
samples taken from the Mudd
building. The drinking fountains,
in Mudd were turned off in order to
counter this problem, and bottled
water has been available there as a
replacement ever since. As it turns
out, the reason for the high lead
levels had nothing to do with
Colby's water in general. Instead ,
King said it was "A Mudd specific
problem." Due to peculiarities in
the plumbing in Mudd , water sat
idle for months in the plumbing
and leached lead and other metals
from the pipes. Shutting off the
drinking fountains solved the
problem complctcl y.Q

is going well; said one custodian.
Another stated that while bottles and
cans are being recycled, newspaper is
still being thrown away.
Fourrecyclingchairstonefromeach
commons) nowast asliaisonsbetween
the student body and custodial staff.
Theirdutiesincludesettinguprecycling
centers on each floor of the buildings,
educating students and faculty about
recyclingthrough lectures,postersand
demonstrations, and maintaining
communication betweenthe custodial
staff and the student body.
Thisweek,therecyclingcommittee
will send out a survey to seewhat the
recyclingchairpersonsneedto increase
the Colby's recyclingpotential.
"The students want to recycle,but
they do not have the enthusiasm to
walk down to the ground floor of the
residencehallinordertofindaiecycling
bin," said Michael Cobb '95, recycling
chair for Averill.
In addition to the lack of resources.
thereisalackofawarenessbytheentire
school, said Alfond .
"One coffee cup in the paper bins
canruintheworkof manypeople,"she
said.Through proper education,these
problemscanbeavoided.ButasAlfond
said, "Recycling [at Colbyj has come a
long way." Q

Environmental
1^5ar*i c^ fj s
By Eric Berry
COM^miMNGWBlTm...
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Belgrade Lakes Canoe Circuit

Ever felt the need to prove yourself?Do youlike insects,manual
labor and the outdoors? If so,the Belgradetakes canoe circuit may
he your cup of riverwafer. Start at the North Pond and paddle down
the Great Meadow Stream to the Great Pond. Then load up in
Oakland and drive to the East Pond. From there, twist through the
Serpentine back to the North Pond. The record-time for completing
thecircuifistenhoursand fifty»fivenvinutes,.setin Augustl973L Any
takers?

Wetlands

Maine ranks third in the nation in overall percentage of wetlands
acreage. Large stretches of wetlands can he found around Oakland
And the Belgrade Lakes. As one mi ght expect, a wetland is any area
of land that is covered With or saturated by waler.Wetfandsplay an
important role in natural flood control, sedimentation protection
and recharging groundwater.Development of wetlands disrupts
natural waterflowpatternsandcan uhimatelylead to worse Hooding.
Take pride in Maine's lovely b«t lowly expanses of Wetlands.

Trouble on the Messalonskee

The MessaIon$kee, which drains all of the Belgrade Lake?, is a
working man's river. It was the birthing ground of Central Maine
PowerwHh theconstructionof thcM-1 dam near Kennedy Memorial
Drive in Waterville. The Messalonskee has also been a reliable
carrier of sewage for years,
Now^ireasofsccnichcautylikeWatcrviHe'sOxbow NaturcTmil
are being marred in a water quality dispute between state officials
and the lo wn of Oakland. Sewage levels,particularly in summer,are
unncceptably high, according to state officials. Oakland hopes to
begin dumping sewage directly into the Kcimcbec within three
years.

Portrait of Colby's Logger

Logger Carol Kinney of Oakland has been m the woods a long
time. Kinney started working when he was young, using handsaws
and horses t o haul away the foiled trees. Nowaday., he selectivel y
cub using chainsaws and a huge tree-cutting machine called a
$kidder. Effective selective cutting can make the trees left standing
grow much larger and healthier.Kinneyworks on lhe Colbycampus
by opening up the croft;? country ski trails (ot skiers- $cott, hi$ son,
Works with Uwn .
Carol Kinney is unusual itt that he h one of lhe few loggers from
the old days who views selective cutting u<t a viable optj oit. He
helieVcHi people must ultimately connect their own paper product
use lo the amount of logging that goes on.
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Pitch in, recycle, it's easy

How many of you will walk outside today and not notice the beauty
of fall at Colby?
How many of you will miss the way the sunset highlights the colors
of the leaves?
How many of you, despite the cold, love the first snowfall every
winter and the way the powder seems to frost our trees?
How many of you, despite your ability to notice the natural beauty
of Colby, will finish reading this Echo and still toss it in the trash bin?
Like the rest of the world,Colby's environmental awareness has been
slow in developing. But thanks to a few dedicated students, seeds of
environmental consciousness have been sowed. It is now difficult to
enter a building without bumping into a recyclingbin or the posters and
signs pointing them out. Since it has become more of an effort not to recycle,
do yourself and the earth a favor: just do it.
Those same dedicated students are going to make it even easier to
"do it" within the next few weeks. By providing every student with a
mug,compliments ofthe Environmental Council and Stu-A, to bring to
the dining halls and the Spa, those foam cups will no longer be necessary.
The mugs will also save money, as drink discounts will be given by the
Spa to those using the mugs.
Why does it seem that the effort towards an environmentallyconscious campus has been made mostly by the students? Although the
administration did decide to help with the recycling program, it was
only after it was proven to be economically feasible.
Every action has a consequence, and so does every inability to act.
The administration hasn't done anything bad with respect to
environmental issues at Colby, they just haven't done anything really
good either. Their lack of initiative has placed too much of the
responsibility the students.
"There's 1500 students versus many fewer faculty . and
administration,"said Vice President of the College, Arnold Yasinski, in
response to questions about the lack of administrative initiative. True,
but theadministration's facilitation ofthe students'interests would only
make Colby more efficient.
All we're asking for is everyone's support.?

Un dera ge an d out of luck
A large crowd turned out to dance to an impressive Beatles cover
band at the Student Center party last Saturday night. Many had a good
time at this well run party. Well run by students,that is. Why have we had
to wait for a student run Student Center party that we all could enjoy?
Wasn't that the point of the Student Center? Congratulations to Johnson,
Chaplin and Lovejoy Commons for remembering that we do like to get
together as a campus and party, not play bingo.
The only part of the event that was not satisfactory was the part in
which the students had no choice. At the mandate ofthe administration,
only those 21 and over were admitted to the cash bar on the balcony. Too
bad for those who had friends or dates who were older or younger, for
those who couldn't drink were unable to be with those who could.
Apparently, age segregation was the theme of the party . Ironically, it is
the Student Center, ori ginally built to unite the campus, which has
become a divisive instrument in the hands of the college administrators.
We know the rules. If we're underage, we can't drink. What wc didn 't
know was that "guilt by association" was one of those rules.Q

It's time t o stop complaining
It was Friday and I was psyched! have had some validity,but if they
I decidedto have a party for anyone wanted to partake, they had to pay
who wished to join in my festive like the others. Without hesitation,
spirit. So, despite my lack of funds, one fellow pushed me aside,
I called up my friend s, told them to grabbed four cups off the keg, and
pass along the word, and went out threw them to his friends. After a
to purchase a keg of good beer - I brief scuffle - yelling and shoving was not heading for the mountains. the moochers were expelled .
The keg tapped,I took a sip, and
It was extremely aggravating,
smiled broadly - it was perfect. I as I am sure this would be to anyone.
was enjoying myself thoroughly as Asking for a little compensation on
people whom I knew, and did not, money laid, a little courtesy, and
meandered into the party. Having mostofall forcivilityisorilyrealistic.
just spent one hundred dollars on
I am sure this scenario is not
I
felt
it
my
foreign
my keg of Bass Ale,
to most who have sponsored
privilege to ask for a couple of bu cks a party at this school, but do we
before handing over the cups.
have qualms about doing to others
The responses I received were that which we hate having done to
incredible; "Why is it so much ourselves?
money?", "Why should I pay for
To get to the point, I recently
beer I may not even like?", "I am threw a party at the Student Center
only going to have a couple.", "I am and invited a band to play. I also
not going to drink.", "I don't have charged an entrance fee . Although
any money, so just give me a cup." some may never have "tasted it,"
I stood firm. All they said may weren't quite sure if they would

Are
"freshmen "
dead?

The word freshman serves as
a continual reminder to me that
previously all-male institutions
such as Colby have opened only
their doors to women, and not yet
their minds and mouths. Language
isa powerful gift wehave to express
our feelings and we have offered
Colby an opportunity to accept
women into its language with the
gender exclusive term "first-year
student."Colby's insincere effort to
adopt this word is apparent when
COOT leaders are told to note that
there is no official policy on the use
of first-year student, implying that
there is no reason to use it if you
don't feel like it.
Until Colby make a consistent
and concerted effort to use words in
literature, classrooms,
newspapers,and conversation -the
peoplein theColby community will
continue to stumble over these few
extra syllables and snicker. These
same people will look in the
direction of people they are
placating as if to say - "We'll use
your words, but everyone knows
that we don't really mean them."
Nicole Farkas '92
The Women's Group

'Th e Bridge
is for
everyone "
Last night (Thursday, the 19th) I
went to a really great meeting. At
least twenty-five people were there
which was great and not-so-great.
Of course I was happy to see so
many people there, but I would still
love to sec more. Everyone knows
the Brid ge throws great parties, but
what they don't know is that the
Bridge also throws great meetings.
The discussion is fascinating, and
the people you'll meet, for me

anyway, have become the most
wonderful friends I've ever had.
The Bridge supports everyone. I
don't know if another club on
campus does that. The Bridge is for
you if you're gay,if you're bisexual,
if you're a lesbian, or if you're
straight. Translation: the Brid ge is
for everyone.
Just come to one meeting.If that's
all you want to do, then never come
to another one, but come to one.
Maybe you'll see someone you
know there. Maybe you'll meet
someone you want to know there.
Maybe you'll just sit quietly in the
corner and listen. But do listen.
Students are not the only people
involved with the Brid ge. The
Bridge is for the Colby community.
Everyone is welcome. Students,
Faculty, community members...
everyone. So tell your friends, your
professors, your employers. The
Bridge is for you. And by the way,
we meet on Thursdays at 8pm in
the small dining room in Foss.
FatherJohn was at the meeting last
ni ght, and he said something I can't
help but quote: "Jesus was here to
help the oppressed. If he were
around today, he'd come to the
Bridge meetings."
Sandra Scarano '92

Table
tents stretch
the truth
I would like to respond to a table
tent released by the Colby
Republicans The 1980's: Decade of
Greed. The report claimed that
contrary to popular belief,the 1980's
saw a 57.7% rise in charitable
donations by individuals. An
increase of this magnitude is
believable and while proponents of
the Reagan administration may
attribute the increase to the the
former president's domestic policy,
America may simply have reacted
to Reagan's reprehensible cuts to
p hilanthropic organizations.
The rhetoric generated by the
Republican party during the

"like it," were only planning on
staying a few minutes, "didn't have
money," or thought it too
"expensive,"I did not ask a lot. Yet
people moaned about the cost, and
questioned the talent of the band,
while simultaneously pushing and
shoving their way into the party.
The events of the evening
seemed oxymoronic. The majority
of students request "quality bands"
to play at Colby, yet the support for
The Spin Doctors (two records on
Epic, latest album expected to go
platinum) was minimal - while the
bitching and comp laining -was
overwhelming.
It comes down to this; good
entertainment doesn't come cheap.
If you want it, much like drinking
from that keg of rare beer, pay and
enjoy yourself. We'll all have abetter
time.
Jon Yormak '93
Stu-A Social Chair
eighties convinced U.S.citizens that
the administration would
invigorate the American spirit of
voluntarism. Ignoring this idea,
the Reaganadministration presided
over the largest peacetime military
buildup in U.S. history, which
simultaneously supported military
corporations and big business
(Reagan'smajorconstituents) while
crippling the poor, minorities, and
education. In 1980, human
resou rces received 28 percent ofthe
federal budget while 23percent was
allocated for defense. By 1987,those
figures had reversed.
Financed by huge cuts in aid to
social programs and heavy
borrowing, Reagan 's mindless
spending spree threw non-profits
into financial dire straits and the
nation into a repugnant debt. By
the close of fiscal year 1985, over 30
billion federal budget dollars had
been cut from government grants
and contracts to non-pr ofi t,
charitable organizations.
Let's not kid ourselves. As the
middle and lower classes suffered
under new burdensome tax laws
and cuts to vital social programs,
the rich got richer during a decade
of irresponsible fiscal policy lead
by a myopic, greedy Reagan
administration.
Galen C. Nelson '92
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' pBIHIHBIl How has being at Colby made you more environmentally conscious?
Wlii ^iipii^li^;

Richard Taylor '93
"Their recycling program has
had a good effect on recyclingof
paper, plastics, and aluminum. It
has made me -more aware of my
effects upon the environment."

Bill Utley '94
"My experience in Maine,being
out in the rurals of the country has
made me aware of the vast beauties
of our country and thus I've learned
to respect the fact that our global
resources are indeed finite."

Philippe Cauvet '92
"I have to watch what I throw
and in what can I throw it in. It's a
new experience for me. We don't
have that in France."

Peter Murphy '95
"By seeing the amount of food
that Seller's wastes in a matter of a
day."

Nancy Putnam '92
"Well, I've never seen so much
recycling as I've seen here, with all
thebins on every floor. It makes me
think twice before I throw
something away."

A "not so sweet" Homecoming It's time to speak up!
Paul Argiro
HANGMAN'S JURY
It's Sunday. Football is on, my
room is asty,and my old roommates
(now alumni) have just left. It was
good to see "the boys" again. They
are doing well. But Colby
disappointed them on "their"
weekend, a weekend that was
supposed to be for them Homecoming.
When you think about it, even
the nam e "Homecoming"implies a
sense of warmth and ease. It says
"Come home to Colby, relax,
unwind from the pressures of the
real world,and leave the driving to
us." But that's not what happened .
Firstof all, no kegs wereallowed
at the tailgate party. Now, I ask
you, which is better: three and half
cases of bottles - most of which
were strewed all over the ground or a quarter barrel? Both carry the
same amount of beer, yet the
administration, for some insane
reason, decided that the silver
barrels were "more dangerous".

Some alumni, sick of being fed the weekend. You plan the weekend a
from year in advance,hoping to convince
parental
garbage
administration they don't have to some alumni that Colby was a good
answer to anymore,ignored the rule place to be for four years. You pray
and brought one anyway. But why that our endowment will no longer
was there a rulein the first place? be so pitifully small. Then you tell
One alum said it best: "I'm 26 alumni they can't be with anybody
under 21 if they want to drink and
years old. If I want to have a f
that
Schaeffer beer on tap is worth a
half
barrel
and
drink
with
people
g
buck.
We stayed about five minutes.
you
bet
your
ass
I see once a year,
The farther along in the semester
I'm going do it. " W ill th e
administration ever stop its parental we go, the more dumbfounded I
badgeringand itsconstantdesireto become.Rules and events thatbaffle
control people it really can't control the mind happen around me each
anymore? Did it really think that week and I feel helpless and
concerned for the future of Colby
tail gatin g would b e much "safer " if
there were no kegs around? Imagine College. Before I graduate in May, I
Notre Dame passing a similar "law" hopethe administration takes a look
at its tailgating parties. My at itself and asks why our
endowment stinks. Painfully, the
complaints don't stop here.
The "1964 as the Beatles," or answer is right under its nose,and
whatever their damn name is, was if it would ask,I'm sure the students
a total disaster -this isn't necessarily and the alumni (not the trustees)
my opinion, but that of "the boys". would tell them.
As "the boys" decided to head
Personally, I can't stand musicians
trying to make it big off ano ther home, Mark C. Fallon '91, shook
band's fame, so I hated the '"64 my hand, looked me in the eyes,
Beatles"as much as I hate "Physical and said "It was good seeing you
Graffiti" (the band, not the party). Pablo. But thank God you only have
But the music wasn't the problem. one year left. I'd hate to see this
place in a couple of years."
The party was the problem.
Me too, Mark, me too.O
You invite alumni down for the

Give me bmgo when I retire
By Chris Mastrangelo

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Those who know me know that
I have an opinion on almost
everything, but I waited to write
my first article on something
important. Frankly, I couldn't care
less if the Spa has grape jelly or if
Bob's has ranch dressing, but they
took the wooden blocks out of the
men's room window in the student
center, and now I've found that
"something important" to write
about.
Don't stop reading, it's gonna
got good .These blocks were used to
prevent the window from bpening
enough for people to climb in. This
change symbolizes how the Colby
social scene has apathied in the past
few years.
When I was a freshman, tho
Student Center parties were
incredible. I loved that I could be on
campus with all of my friends, and
drink—ye s, consume alcoholic

beverages—in an open , safe
environment. I loved that I did not
have to "pound beers" in my room
and roam campus looking for
people. And 1 loved that 1 could
interact with sevenhundredpeople
at the same time.
Now, in efforts to expel the
world's evils from Utopian Colby,
those "upstairs" have decided that
we can no longer drink together.
It's okay, though, to get drunk in a
lounge and meet up late night. But
students actually drank less in the
old Student Center parties because
the lines were so long, and if you
got a beer, half of it spilled as you
got out of line. It was fun, it was
college,what can I say? I f the school
wore moreconccrncd with students
rather than liabilities, this current
hypocrisy would not exist. And
don't tell me it's Maine State law!
The drinking age was 21 in '88 and
as far as I know, it, at least, hasn't
changed .
So if laws haven't changed, why
has Colby decided to drive the
drinking populace into the dorms?

For one thing, it 's "Roberts Row"
now, but it was "Fraternity Row"
then. The school hated that sinister
underground fraternities could get
thirty guys in its clutches, so the
school fed underclassmen beers in
the student center. True,Janice and
Bill were not working the taps, but
they turned a blind eye to the lesser
of two evils.
Once the McCarthyism—era
ended with the Lambda Chi
massacre, the school needed a new
crusade. Now it encourages these
small, exclusive gatherings it once
detested . I don't understand—it's
all Greek to me.
So what about these little pieces
of wood that get me so riled up?
When I arrived in '88, the Student
Center parties were so great that
people would climb six feet and
land in a bathroom stall to get in.
The most important jobs on parly
maps were crowd control, and
Saturday night student center
parties sign-up sheet were filled by
Continued on p age 12

notgi veanyone therighttospray
pamt 'THEALCOHOIPOUCY
commBmm&maTm SUCKS^or "WE WANT ESPN"
on thebackaf the library.There
tmmmmm *m *mtmt *mtsm **»amtmMmM *mmma *mtM *»mummem *M *
areresponsiWeandmature ways
A* I looked at the first two to expressyouropinionsall over
Echopublications,I noticed two this campus,be itinthe f o r mof
arricies written by fresh men the written word, arts,radio,or
stating their views on alcohol at whatever
Colby. One opposed the use of
By doing something so
alcohol foranyonexuider theage simple as writing a letter to the
ol twenty-oner and the other Echo or the Response you may
questioned the dry campus for incite frustrations or anger
the first twoweeks of school and which will make others aware
complimented ypperclassraen and which may spawn change*
for making his transition front "Von may'"think "' you.'ll he
high-SChOof to college ea$ier* blacklisted if you disagree with
Thankyo«to thelartejvl maynot the administration* Well, to
agree with the fo«m.er,hutI was o.uoteProfessor CharlieBassett
proud to see Colby students ^Things are always...<3AWD
becoming less apathetic.
DAMMIT,THINGSARE NOT
When I was a freshman in AtWAYS WHAT T#EV
Government 112, Chip Haass SEEM!"
asked by a. show of hands how
You (or your parents) spend
ma ny of uswoulddisobeya. Jaw nearly $22,000 to attend Colby
if wc were morally opposed to it, Colleges. Most of you are old
A few hesitantly raised theh. enough to vote to elect our next
hands whereupon Professor president*Some of you voted to
f-fauss aslred "How many of you elect ourcurrentpresident What
are under twenty-one?"I am not K'm trying to say, freshmen in
saying that we should unite as particular, is that this is your
college students across America community. Reispect the
to return the drinking Age to opinions of othershut make ihe
eighteen. Rather I'm saying that bestof Colby,To the$eniors,get
if there is something thai you through fhisyear,takea yearoff
serionsly disagree with , do to have fun, then go out and
Something about it! This dees makoa better worldO

Mark A. Boles

Colby "PC Train " off track
By Jonathan Walsh

ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
Remember the old adage "if it
ain't broke, don't fix it"? Well, the
administrationhas a consistent urge
to use its collective toolbox, even if
it isn't always necessary. In other
words, someone or everyone in the
administration continually worries
the "politically-correct train " is
going to miss a stop, so they keep
pulling the emergency brake.
During orientation , the
Education Policy Committee talked
aboutchangingHhename of "Screw
Your Roommate" semi-formals
because they found the name to be
offensive and suggestive. The issue

was dropped and "Screw Your
Roommate" lives on for now.
And have you heard the latest
one? The administration pulled a
fast one on all those depraved
students who wanted to live in a
"substance-free" dorm. Because of
a "misunderstanding at room
draw" [Echo 10/3), students who
initially thought Sturtevant would
be a chem-frec dorm now have
found out otherwise (not that they
mind).
Says one "chem-free" resident,
"Wc do drink, but not in exccss...I
like having no alcohol in the
building." What docs that moan?
Another kid in Sturtevant says,
"Those people who think we're cut
off from reality arc people peeping
out of a box." Buddy, you gotta
build up your tolerance or
Continued on page12

Sex, innocence, and desire

Restaurant Review

Classics of Waterville
By juil a s Children

CONETRIBUTINGWRITERS

game of warped sexual desire,
masterminded by a man searching
A&E EDITOR
to satisfy his longings.
Each part of this movie is superb.
Shot entirely in Venice, you get a
How far will one go to fulfill glimpse of every section of this
desire? Playing this week at classic city, from the meandering
Railroad Square Cinema is The alleyways to the water-side cafes.
Com/orfo/S£rangers
,adiabolicaland The method of photography—the
dashing movie that examines this slow panning, askew angles, and
dramatic lighting—is masterful,
question to the extreme.
Beautiful, intense,
and evoking cautious and addictive
unpredictable, Th e C omfort of interest in the viewer.
Th e screenp lay is by Harold
S tra ngersis a masterful work of Eros,
(of Homecoming fame), a
Pinter
obsession, and psychological
literary
eccentric who precedes
dysfunction. Itbegins with a young,
beautiful, and unmarried English David Lynch in time, but who
couple who decide to spend a week parallels Lynch in his portrayal of
in Venice, Ital y, in a desperate the minatory, the magnificent, and
attempt to inspire permanence in the morbid.
The actors are all talented, each
their relationship.Unbeknownst to
one
making his or her character
them, they are made pawns in a

By Ethan Gettman

Yearning for a "kiss of
nostalgia/' Julia's Chil dren
headed down JFK Memorial
Drive to the Budget Host Inn ,
which houses "Classics"—oneof
theneweradditfonsfo Waterville.
As the door closed behind us,
we suddenly left the l990's and
entered the iSSO's. Each pinktrimmed booth comesequipped,
with a purelydecorativejukebox.
However,if you havea few extra
quarters and feel like twisting,there is a fully functional juke
box stocked with early rock and
rallhLts.Hungstrategicailyin the:
corner is a wide-screen T.V+y
showing everything from old
music videos, to sports. Aside
from the neon lights lining the
bar, the ultimate nostalgic piece
isthepinkCadillac earprobruding
from the wall.
The menu ranges from
Mexican to Italian, offering
everything from burgers to
sandwiches, seafood to stir-fry.
To calm our grumbling
stomachs,weheganwithanordcr
of cheese nachos ($3.95). Lightly
salted and dripp ing with
rnOzzarella cheese, olives, and
jafcpenos,the nachos werea great
appetiser fp 'r" four "people. The
menuateooffersbean,chili, beef,
peppemnt, and chicken nachos.
The:only drawbackwas the extra
charge for salsa md sour cream.
Without delay, our second
course arrived. The chicken and
shrimp stir-fry ($7.9S) < selected
from a wide variety pf stir-frys
includ ing beef and vegetable,was
accompanied by a fresh, crisp
salad, which included shredded
carrot$, tomatoes, onions,
cucumbers, and iceberg lettuce.
The stir-f ry included broccoli,
cauliflower, on ions, peppers,
$t\OW pca$ and various other

realistic and touchable. The
mastermind of the game is played
by Christopher Walken {View to a
Kill, The Dead Zone). Blessed with
cool, gray eyes and a frozen
countenance, he does an excellent
job doing what he does best:
portraying psychotics, madmen,
and terrorists. Emotionally scarred
from an omnipotent father and
ruthless sisters, Walken's character
will intrigue Freudian scholars and
Freddy Krueger fans alike.
Overall, The Comfort of Stra ngers
rivals the movies of Alfred
Hitchcock in its suspense,
unpredictability, and dramatic
conclusions. The scenic beauty will
hold you in awe. The tension will
have you clenching the armrests.
And you will be aroused. I
recommend it highly.Q

vegetables that were a bit soggy
but full of flavor. The chicken
and &hrimp 4 thoug h not
abundant, w^re ria vorftrily
seasoned. But the totnato-based
rice underneath was dry and
tasteless.
Twoof Julia 'schildren opted
for south-of-the-border treats.
The chicken eh imicha nga ($7.95}
(otherchoicesindudebean/befif ,
and cheese) wasa large mixture
of tender juicy chicken,
mo22arelia cheese, re-fried
beans, and hot pepp ers
overflowing from a light and
crispy shell, A side order of
guacamote. (S1.00) was a great,
but not cheap addition .
Theother child chosethebean
bumto(S7,95) from a wide array
of meatless entrees. Stuffed with
mildly spicy re-fried beans, the
crispy flour torrilla, topped with
lettuce and tomatoes, was
enough for any appetite. Spicy
Spanish rice,re-fried bea ns,salsa
and sour cream completed this
Mexican fcasU
The last child decided to go
with a "classic" American, meal
Ihe chicken ringers ($4.95) are
found under the appetizer
section,but thegenerousportion
of six fingers is enough for a
mea 1. The juicy pieces of chicken
were lightly breaded and fried
to a dark brown,and the chunky
sweet-and-sour sauce was far
from the sticky goo one might
f ix \d elsewhere, fnsfcead, it was
made with bits of pineapple
which m&de this melange a
wonderful compliment to the
chicken. However, although too
much of a good thing may be
truein some cases,the portion of
sauce was inadequate for all the
chicken.
As welefttheSQ 'sand entered
reality once again, we decided
that Classics was definitely a
"swell"j oint, Open f r o m11a-m*
lo midnight during the week,
Food continued on page 11

The Colby Collection:

Maine artist Ipcar
By Amy Kei m
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Is there an animal with more
beautiful markings than a zebra? In
her 1977 oi l pa inting entitled
Wildebeestsan d Zebras, wh ich hang s
in the Colb y Ar t Mus eum , artist
Dahl o v I p car portrays the
unparalleled and unusual desi gns
offered by nature. Her painting is a
visual eclebrationoftheunique and
abstract characteristics of these
exotic animals.
Dahl ov I p car ,a Ma in e artist,has
had a lifelong interest in painting
animals. Whether sho represents
them through paints or soft
scul pture (a unique artistic style of
her own creation) her colorful ,
stylized and whimsical work is
sophisticated and enchanting. Not
surpr i si ngly, her illus t ra t i ons have
appeared in over thirty children's
books.

There are stylistic similarities
between I pcar's work and that of
Post-ImpressionistHenri Rousseau,
who painted The Dream, the highl y
imaginative painting charged with
the look of a fable. Both Wildebeests
an d The Dreamhav e jung le settings,
and t he i r t reat men t of animals is
st y lized , almost "pieced together"
like a quilt. More importantly, the
images of Ipcar and Rousseau are
direct. There is a surrealistic quality
in both artists work,and each strives
to transport the viewer into the
realm of fan tasy.
In Wildebeests ami Zebras , I pcar
fus es the animals in t h e foregroun d
with the background. Instead of
placing the animals in their natural
habitat, she chooses t o t ak e t he
stripes of the Zebra a step fur t her;
bands of color, ranging fr om warm
yellows to orang es an d b rowns arc

streaked diagonally across the

background. This sets the canvas
ablaze with a feeling of motion, as

fp car 's "Wildbecsts and Zebra s "
d othctw isting, curvi!ii.carc on t ours
of the animals, leading the eye to
weave in and out of the shapes.
The composition is visually
challenging because tho zebras and
wildebcasts are meshed into their
setting whileseemingtospringfrom
it at tho same time, By overlapping
t he b an d s of color onto t h e
hind quartcrsof thctwoon thcright,
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tension is created--a pushing and
pulling effect-between theanimals
an d the background. The curving
horns of the w ildebeest s arc echoed
in the swirling, thrash ing tails and
diagonal positioning of sixteen
flex ed , ten se logs. In order to
harm onize
the p otentially
overwhelming boldness of the
Zebras, I pcar gives tho wi l debeast s
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pj iclo courtesy of the Colby Art Museum

I

st rip es, providing more even
distr ibu ti on of color and pattern.
Wildebeests an d Zebra s is a
pa inting wi th a magical and

up lif ting spirit. It is an endearing
painting, one not to bc m i ssed in t he

Colby College Muscum.Q

Another 72 hours and more^.

EXHIBITS

Compiled by Karen Dixon, Asst. A&E Editor

MOVIES

RAILROAD

SQUARE--873-6526
COL BY—Lovejoy 100
Rage in Harlem
Thursday, Friday,
Spartacus directed by
Saturday,
Stanley Kubrick
7pm and 9:15pm
Saturday Matinee at 3
•Last show* 10/3!
pm.
Nightly at 7:00 Only!
873-1300, The Comfort of
HOYTS
Stran gers directed by
Deceived
Paul Schrader
7:00/9: 10
•Friday 10/4 through
The Fisher Kin g
Monday 10/7
6:50/9:30
7:00 and 9:05 also 1 pm.
The Su per
Sat. and Sun.
7:00/9:00
•SEE REVIEW!!!!
Ricochete
The Miracle directed
7:20/9:50
by Neil Jordan
Rob in Hood
•Tuesday 10/8 through
7:20/9:50
Thursday 10/10
Freddy 's Dead
At 6:45 and 8:40
7:30/9:20

CONCERTS
PORTLAND: Casco
LEWISTON: Bates,
Bay Movers Dance Co.
Olin Arts Center. The
Brazilian Dance comes
Maine Chamber
to Portland! From 10/3
Ensemble will perform
to 10/17. The CBMDC
Wagner's Siegf ried
WH1 nost Edson Claro as
I dyll, Copland's
artist in residence,
App alachian Sp ring
teaching Body, Soul,
and Mozart's Piano
and Rhythm Jazz dance,
ConcertoNo. 9., Friday
For further info, call:
at 8pm. For further
871-1013.
info, call : 777-6945.
•••MAINE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR WOMEN
CONFERENCE •••Saturday, October 12th
•"Hot topics and Feminist hellraising"
•Memorial Union, Orono, 1 l am-5:30pm
•NOW members $8, General Public $ 10
•To pre-register, make check payable to and mail
to: NOW, 87 Sunset Strip, Brewer, Me. 044 12.

Album Review:What a Rush
By Johan Dowdy
NOTES FROM THE
WINDOWPANE

Rush - Roll the Bones
Rushhas finally passed through
its mid-lifecrisis and hasdiscovered
a new zest for life. Rush's last few
albums were not very impressive;
in fact , they stank. After the
powerful, nigh-perfect Permanent
Waves(1980), Power Windows(1985)
was feeble at best. But, with their
latest release, Roll the Bones, Rush
proves once again that it is worthy
of respect.
Rush emerged in the early
seventies in the wake of many neoZepplin, heavy-hitting blues/rock
bands. They first achieved critical
acclaim for 2222, a well crafted scifi concept album. Rush was then
hurled into the limeli ght and

Answers to
last week' s
Br ain
Titilla tion:
Easy: Open and shut
the case.
Intermediate: Can't live
with you, Can't live
without you.
Hard: Colonies.
For the Chem majors:
Sailing,Sailing, over the
seven seas.
("Saline/' Get it?)

produced such landmark classics
as "Tom Sawyer"and "Spirit of the
Radio." During the mid to late
eighties, Rush entered a musical
slump in which
it
plodded
lethargically
t h r o ug h
material that
was neither
interesting nor
focused. The
band seemed
ready for that
great musical
junkyard in the
sky. Therefore,
before even
listening to Roll
the Bones, I had
marked it as
Rush' s selfconstructed
funeral dirge.
But Roll the Bones, though not
brilliant, is leaps and bounds above

Pan ta gruelism

anything Rush has done in the past
decade. With this release the
Canadian trio prove that they have
returned , redeemed and reenergized. Roll
the Bones is a
s o l i d l y
constructed
album , which
showcases the
musical genius
of
this
multifaceted
band.
The album
reflects
an
interest
in
understanding
the roles of fate,
destiny, and
o u t s i d c
influences in
life . The title
track "Roll the
Bones,"a metaphor for rolling dice,
is a conceit portraying how luck—

LEWISTON:BATES

ROBERT INDIANA THE
HARTLEY ELEGIES -10/3
12/30.Robert Indiana's
10 most recent silkscreen
prints created as an
homageto the artist
Marsden Hartley, a
Lewistonnative. Free
Admission For info call:
(207) 786-6158.

BRUNSWICK:

BowdoinCollege Museum
of Art
TREES-10/3-10/6
THE HERE and the
HEREAFTER: IMAGES of
PARADISEin ISLAMIC
ART --10/3-12/30

Classics

Continued from page 10

not fate—determines the
outcome of life: "We come into
the world and take our chances/
Fate is just the weight of
circumstances." But lyrics and
concepts take a back seat to the
talents of the musicians. Rush
Singer/bass/keyboardistGeddy
Lee manages to lay d own a great
bass line while tying things
together with his own brand of
synthesizer
magic
and
distinctive vocals. Neal Pert
again proves himself to be one of
thebetter percussionists around,
and Alex Lifeson brandishes his
guitar as a weapon capable of
gentle melodies or vicious
attacks. The musical highlight of
the album is an instrumental
"Where's my thing" where the
listener is treated to a energetic
funk/rockmarriage, which aptly
portrays this bands true talent.Q

until 1 a.m. on the weekend,
and from 3:30 p.m. to midnight
on Sunday, "Classics" offers
nostalgic entertainment and
good food resulting ^in a
potential favorite for Colby
students and professors alike.
Classics also offers nightly
specials every day of the week.
On Monday: All you can eat
wings ($5.95);Tuesday:All you
can eat fried chicken ($6.95);
Wednesday: Chicken or beef
stir-fry night ($5.95);Thursday:
Mexican Buffet ($6.95); Friday:
DiscountNight(10%-100% off);
Saturday: Sing-a-long to your
favorite tunes; Sunday: Early
Bird Special on select dinners
(4-6 p.m.)
Julia's Children are Amy
Selinger, Meg Ewing, Lyz

by Ethan Gettman '92

SCOREBOARD

Women's Field Hockey

Football

Colby 3,Tufts 1
10/5 vs. Nichols

Colby 21, Hamilton 17
10/5 at Tufts

Golf

Men's Soccer

10/8 vs. Bates
Women's Volleyball

Colby 2,Wheaton O
Colby 3, Tufts 1 ..
• 10/5-vs. Thomas
10/8 vs. vs. Maine Maritime

UNH 3 games, Colby 0

10/5 at UMaine/Farmington
Women's Tennis

Women's Soccer

10/4-6 Rolex Tournament at
Wellesley

Tufts 2, Colby 0
Bowdoin 3, Colby 0
10/5 at Amherst
10/ 7 vs. Thomas

Rugby
Colby Women 4, UMa ine 0
10/5 at UMO

Women's X-Countiy
lost meet to Bowdoin, Bates and
Smith
10/5 at UMaine/Orono

Colby Men 30, ME Maritime 4
10/5 vs. Bowdoin

Whkt about the non-drinkers?
By Jennifer Marden
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
We ve been here for about a
month no wand it seems the hottest
issueon campusis thechangein the
enforcement of the alcohol policy.
Right now you are probably
cringing in horror, fearing that this
is going to be another article
about
the
comp laining
administration's new policy.
You can relax, it's not.
Maybe Colby officials wouldn't
have to enforce the alcohol policy
so hard if they spent more time
planning interesting and diverse
activities for the growing number
of non-drinking students. Perhaps
they could shuttle people to
Portland togoshoppingor tosimply
enjoy what the city has to offer. The
possibilities are endless if someone

(BigtBUCsTslmCity 'Discount (Beverage
873-4837
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would only takethe time to consider complete strangers, and believe it
the issue. Then non-drinkers would or not, there are even a select few
no longer have to hide in the who don't enjoy the the taste of
shadows at parties,playing the part beer. Should their college
of the hidden observer, waiting for experience be permanently scarred
the clock to strike one so that they because of a lack of non-alcoholic
can Safely slink back to their room events? I sincerely hope not.
and dream the lonely dreams of the
Perhaps if the administration
sober.
focused more of its energy
I'm certain things aren't that designing fun , non-alcoholic
dismal, but wouldn't it be nice for activities instead of attacking the
all students at Colby to be able to students who do drink, the student
socialize on the weekend without bod y would never again have to
drinking if they want? The Student suffer through another discussion,
Center parties involvedrinking,and conversation, or article on that
while the Stu-A movies are dreaded issue.
enjoyable, they only last two hours
Another bonus of this would be
and arealsoshownduringtheweek. that non-drinkers would have a
Beer E)ie may be a wonderfully relaxingway to spend the weekend.
chall enging and skillful game, but And possibly more people might
it doesnotappeal to everyone. Some actually be able to remember what
people do not feel comfortable they did Saturday night and who
engaging in drunken chatter with they did it with.Q

Bmgo

Continued f r omp a g e9

lunch-time. If they took the blocks
out in '88 everyone would have
cheered, but now, sadly, the blocks
are obsolete. 1heard that they were
sent to John Farkas (former Student
Activities Director) at his new job.
I'm sure wherever he is, he still has
use for them.
Peoplecounter by saying parties
were out of control , and the
administration claims too many
people got intoxicated. People drink
just as much, if not more now, but
they are hidden away as the
College's dirty secret. To those who
disagree,1suggest a breathalizer be
installed at the Student Center
entrance. 1 have heard the
administration say that the class of
'91 overwhelmingly thought the
social life to be better last year than
when they arrived four years earlier.
If you buy that, I have some beach
property for sale in Wisconsin.
Many freshmen obviously think
the Colby social life is great
compared to high school. But, I
suggest speaking with more
seasoned players. You should also
question why over a third of the
senior class chose to live off-campus
this year.
When I speak to seniors, they
say "we on ly have a f ew mon t hs
left."This attitude is prevalent,and
it's pathetic. I am not writing this
article because I hate Colby. I love
the place. And I'm not writing this
articl e as some drunken senior's
gri pe, si n ce 1 can d r ink mu ch more
in the Student Center now as a 21year old. What I don't l i ke are the
i deologues wh o see need for
constant change.
Last weekin t he St uden t Cen t er,
I though t to myself how three years
ago I could not move at a party
without bumping into someone.
Now I could swing a baseball bat
without worry. Even if Stu-A
throws a good event (and they have
somegrcat ones in the works), many
students have lost hope. I do not
mean to offend Stu-A, But its idea
for t he now social scene is
unrealistic. I'm sure people enjoy
current
events
in
the
"Administra tion Center," but all I
wantto sec isa balance between old
and new.
I agree with Dean Seitzinger that
"we have an obligation to provide

viable alcohol—free alternatives."
But alternatives to what? If I have to
choose between the two, 1 say give
me the old time parties,and I'll play
Bingo and The Price is Right when
I'm sixty.?

>PC"
Continued from page 9
comfortableand important,and the
name "freshman " i n n o way
prevents this. Yet the administration
"suggests" that we use "first-year
student."
Last year the tidal wave grew
bigger when the name "Frat Row"
washed ashore. We are now to call
the traditional "Frat Row""Robert's
Row." Does anyone say "Robert's
Row" and does it matter which
name we choose? This Roberts chap
already has a dining hall. Does he
really need a "row" as well?
Referring to the buildings on
the quad as "Frat Row" probably
wouldn 't seed the growth of
fraternities at Colby. Traditions
become such because people are
comfortafele with a situation.
If the administration had been
genuinely , concerned about its
actions, it wouldn'thavescheduled
classeson Rosh Ha shanah and Yom
Kippur. The administration has a
th ing for being insensitive to the
real concerns of t h e st u d en t s,opting
to change superficial meanings
which offend almost no one
beforehan d, but end up offending
many afterwar ds.
If thead ministration cared about
student representation and input ,
it would avoid being illogical and
insensitive. But if theadministration
continues heading in i t s curr ent
direction, we will not have the
diverse campus we so badly need,
but instead we will have a school
with no personality. The next thing
we know there will b e a d orm in
Mary Low Commons called
"Wood person".
.
.
They should change the names
that really mislead people. For
example, ju st the other d ay, I got
back a rejection notice from a study
abroad program, so I went to the
off-campus study office to find out
why I had been rej ected. They
explained to me that when applying
fora study abroad program,I really
shouldn 't enclose pictures from the
Sports Illustrated swimsuit issue.
How was I supposed to know?Q

Sturtevant
Continued from page1

into a substance-free dorm by have been "blessed with media,"
parents or siblings. No one has receiving press coverage from the
asked to move out of the hall, Maine Sunday Telegram and
according to Johnston. "They're all Channel 5 News.
'The people here are really,
relatively happy," he said.
"I didn 't even show the form to really nice/' said Sayewich.
my parents," said Steve Sanchez "They're great, creative people."
She said that the residents have
'95.
"VVe don't think we're superior become a cohesive unit.
Johnston said that he plans to
to other dorms," said Noah Adm
Haverkamp '95. "We all have offe r a substance-free living
something in common. We don't environment in the future.
"I don't want to force it on
drink. Those people who think
we'recut off from realityare people anyone, but I want it to be an
option," said Sayewich. "We want
peeping out of a box."
people
to enjoy this place."Q
Johnston said that the residents

Education

Continued from page7

classroom every two weeks so
the kids and the people can form a
stronger relationship,"said Alfond.
Assistant Principle Mimi Kopp said
that she felt very positive about
things last year, and is looking
forward to extending the program
this year.
"All the teachers were very
positiveandvery enthusiastic about
what the students did last year,and
we are all very enthusiastic about
them coming back," said Kopp.
Weld,Alfond, and Matt Brown
'92 are also continuing a program
started last year by Jan Porter and
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da Take Ka plan Or Take Your Chances

Classes starting now for
December and January exams !
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Counseling

Remember — we buy back textbooks
ev ery d ay!
The Iron Horse Bookstore
10 Railroad Sq., Waterville

f amily Issues

•Relationship Issues
'Understanding
*Couples Counseling ¦
executions and roles. '
"Establishing personal houndaries tf iat
¦workjot you.
'Maintaining your individuality while.
meeting your commitments.

(Dependent!! Issues
'Suhstance Muse • (Recognizing it and
overcoming it,
'Love • (Breaking the cycle of painfu laffairs
and getting your self healthy.
* (Depression • Understandingit and freei ng
yourselff r om its hold.

* findingthat ttvd of separation and
support that -worksfor you.
feelingcaught in the
' (Divorcing (Parents ¦
middle.
' Inurgenerational prob lems • Is anyone
listening?
* Muse • Secrets in the family .

s_—_

JL—;

* Self-esteem • getting yours in focus.
* Career Choices ¦
Listening to your mind
and hear t in the decision making process .
* Individuality,Spirit uality and Creativity •
Understanding your personal myth.

See the Pro 's At...
Head Quarters
Hair Styling
$2.00 Off All Services With Colby I.D.
Open 8am-5pm
• Redken Products •
113 Main Street , Watervi lle, 873-1344

¦t-.l-rift flf:.'? __¦«_ H v n l l g h l n .

..

U

(Personal Growth Issues

For nn nDBo intmnnt. or Inf ormation pnmnhlnt. to hn mnnnri to you , pl f innf}

¦

1
2_C i
LmJSt I

Open weef idays10-7, (fri. &Sat. 10-9, BVfr tl^mrT K

Memher of;
(Rtscanh Society cf (Process Oriented
(Psychology• (tfezv (England
lhe (Maine P &ttuorlcforAssociated
(Professional Tractiontrs
C.Q, Hung Institute • (Boston

.

=,

¦Sfc Sp eciaCorcCers
¦#¦ f r e sf i -g
r coffee
ound
* Cards & Qvf ts

— ¦—— *

Located.just 10 minutes f r om the Colby campus, TemenosCounselingoffers a
pr ofessionalenvironmentthat insures the privacyand dignity of the individual.

,

.

The Little Bookstore That Could.
-$- Qualitybooks

Lawrence."Wentzel
Individualand f amily Counseling
'Benton, Maine
453-4437

i

.

?

For the location nearest you, call
800-KAP-TEST
:

Trevor Braden with the Waterville
Boys and Girls Clubs . Like the
programs with the schools, Colby
students will volunteer once week
to h el p educate the children about
environmental issues. This year
students will meet Wednesd ays
withboys,Tuesdays with girls,and
incorporate outdoor activities with
the program. Betsy Murphy,
Executive Director of the Waterville
Boys and Girls Club, commented,
""We have enjoyed giving these
opportunities to our members, and
look forward to working with Colby
students again."Q
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Men s soccer
gains ground

Colby rugb y ro lling
By Liz Artwick

CONTRIBUTINGWRITER
¦HiH ani ^HMMMMkaH _M__i__H_iii.iiiH ^D_____ nMn _i

Last Saturday, both the men's
and women's rugby teams won
their games, and in doing so each
squad bettered its record to 2-0.
The women took the field first,
facing off against the University of
Maine at Orono..The A-team was
victorious against the Black Bears,
4-0. Heather Hews '93, scored the
game's only tri. Captain Michele
Kennedy'93, felt Colby "performed
well" against a dangerous and
sizeable UMaine team.
The B-team competed next, but
because the UMO team is not as
large as Colby's, the Colby B-team
competed against pl ay ers f r om
UMO's A-team. The White Mules
lost by a score of 5-0.
The team s size has helped until
now, but a 75-player roster
including returning veterans and
rookies may prevent some from
accumulating playing time, lt will
also be difficult to accommodate
the large squad due to the season's

By Hal Paul
STAFF WRITER

short schedule: after next
weekend's game, there are non e
scheduled until theend of October.
Having beaten Bates, 5-0, in a
scrimmage, the women's team
travels to UMO next weekend.
The Men 's Rugby team
challenged the University of Maine
Maritime Academy. Still excited
from the previous week's
monumental victory over UMaine,
the White Mules devastated
Maritime,30-4. Threeof the team's
seven tris were scored by Eric Most
'93, while Co-Captain Wright
Dickinson '92, Pat Durkin '92,and
Pat Smith '94, each contributed a
tri. An extra-point conversion was
kicked by Jason Barnes '93, to give
the White Mules two more points.
Co-Captain Pete Andrews'92,
did not participate due to a leg
injury.
This Saturday is a big day for
the White Mules,as they face their
biggest competitor, Bowdoin , at

What happenswhenyouincreasea
rectangularobject 'swidth from 24to 28
feet? A larger rectangle
If you're the Colby men's soccer
team, you use it to your advantage to
outscore two opponents 5-1.
The 'Big Goals' were created to
providegreaterscoringpossibilities.The
goals came to Colby for the first time
testweekendmantidpationoftheWhite
Mules'gamesagainstWheatonCollege
and Tufts University. But only Colby
capitalized on the new dimensions,
outscoring Wheaton 2-0on Friday and
Tufts 3-1on Saturday.
"We really brought it to them,"
Ethan Spencer '94, said of Colby's
playing. "We weren't expecting much
from Wheaton, but they made a good
runatuswhileTuftsdidnotprovetobe
as good as we initially thought they'd
be"
Thanks to a tenacious defense
home.Q
and the forwards' ability to be in
th e ri ght place at the ri ght ti me, the
Mules improved their record to 5-2.
p hoto by Nive Filipo
Against Wheaton,D.C.Gagnon'94,
Women's Volleyball lost in three straight to UNH.
scored on a well-timed volley directed
Golden Anniversary Beer
in on a free kick. Spencer put the
t W jf ^f y
^
Wheaton goalkeepers deflected ball
" $9'++ Per case
We
of
rd
into
the back of the net. "I love [the Big
carry all flavors Baca i Breezers.
^^-Sb
J cMMi
Schaefer
Suitcases
Goals]and all thescoringthatgoeswith
- $9.g
jl ^^^^k
th6m,"said Spencer.
52
By Ell iott Barr y
Coach Mark Serdjenian assessed
Front Street
that haunted us through out the theWheatongameby looking forward
STAFF WRITER
j
| [& KAS^
whole match," Cain said.
to the Tufts game: "I thou ght we were
Some
ofthe
players
did
not
think
a
litt leflati n thefirsth alfbut pick editu p
The Colby Women's volleyball
that
the
injury
affected
the
result
of
inthesecond/'hesaid.
"Subconsciously,
played its first home match as .the game greatly.
Bring us your returnables.
We deliver. team
1 think we were saving a little for
a varsity sport on Saturday.
"Since Maya got hurt on the first tomorrow."
UNH rolled over the Mules like
serve,I don't think we really felt th e
When tomorrow came, the Mules
a steamroller. The Wildcats took
the first two games 15-0 before impact she could have had in the trotted from the stalls with abandon
letting Colby score in the third game," said Thornton. Kristen and took an early first-half lead,2-0,on
Scheible '94, also went down with goals by co-captain forward Doug
game, allowing the Mules five
an injury in the third game. She and Oppenheimer '92, and forward Dan
<
^fflHM __^MarSlBl5 Ifi®! k S Ir T fl IEr!T" |fl f •1«fcTOT ^_S^ SS_8r
points before winning 15-5.
Gbsareboth outind efinitely, which Cohen '95. Colby then committed one
"During the game I think
could effect the team further in the of its fe wmistakesinthe twogamesand
everything got too mental," said
season.
let Tufts come back and score, making
Co-Captain Liz Thornton '92. "We
The team held a meeting after it a 2-1game
were a completely different team
'We played very strong against
during the game then what we have the match in which many of the
What do: Dining Services, the
into
team's
problems
were
brought
Tufts,
but had one lapse," goalkeeper
showed in practice. The difference
the
open.
Alumni Office, Colby Sailing, Colby
Jason Eslick '92, said. "We gave them
was like day and night."
"The meeting we had was very hopeand jeopardized our lead."A final
in Dij on, Women's Lax, Men's
"There hasbeen an internal lack
of desire this whole season, and I emotional," said Laidley. "It 's goalbyco-captainBrianWiercinski'92,
Rugby,Women's Soccer, Summer
think we finally realized that d uring obvious that we need to concentrate capped the victory for the Mules.
and Specials Programs, Men's BasWithMiddleburylosingtoAmherst
the UNH match ," said Karen more on volleyball, and the tone
practice
was
set
for
a
great
week
of
this
weekend and Tufts falling the
Laidley '93, who sat out the match
ketball, Men's Hockey, Lovejoy
that will take us into next weekend's Mules climb a couple of rungs up the
due to tendonitis in her shoulders.
tournament."
Commons, Emergency Response,
ladder from tenth in the New England
New coach Sheila Cain also felt
The team has the confidence to rankings. Colby finishes off its
that
an
injury
to
co-captain
Maya
Colby Ski Team, Drummond Dorm,
Glos '92, on the first play of the get over this let down and go into remainingscheduled home games this
Colbyettes, and Colby Biking Team
game contributed to the blow out. the NESCAC tournament at theend week and weekend against USM,
of the season with a winning Thomas, and Maine Maritime
"The team did not respond that
have in common?
.Q
well after Maya got hurt,and I think record
AcademyQ
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¦

gl^B 873-6228

Mules spiked by UNH

MmZj

They've all come to Joseph's for
their groups' jackets, sweats, tshirts, caps and other special order
imprinted items.
Dan and Jon ('69) look forward to
working with your group.

UoHJril
O
CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS
Main St., fj irfield
453-9756

OPEN
Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9-5
Fri. 9-8.

• Remember: always a 10% discount with a Colby I.D. •
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Cross Country
teams get double-dipped

Men and women suffer losses over weekend
By Greg Greco

STAFF WRITER
Men's and women's cross
country each suffered a tough
week, with the women placing
fourth behind Bates, Bowdoin and
Smith, and the men losing a dual
meet with Bowdoin. In the
women'srace,Bowdoin won with
22 pts, Bates was next with 33,
Smith had 72 and Colby had 103.
The men lost their first race 24-31.
For the women,Julie Eells '92,
led all runners with a time of 19:56
in the 5k run and finished 13th in
the 48 person field. Finishing
second for Colby was Beth Timm
'95, at 20:45, who placed 22nd
overall. Finishing one place lower
in the overall standings for Colby
was Co-Captain Polly Sheridan
'92, at a time of 20:54. Co-Captain
Candace Kilmer'93,(20:58) at 25th,
Christine Messier '94, (21:03) in
26th, Erike Troseth '95, (21:28) in
30th place and Missy Small '92,
(21:53) in 34th place, rounded out
Colby's top seven.

For the second straight week,
the women's team was without
top runner Michelle Severence'94,
who "will definitely be running
next week," Coach Deb Aitken
said. Ofthe team's 16runners, six
including Severence were not able
to make the race due to various
illness.
Despite the last place finish,
Coach Aitken did see some good
signs.
"It was exciting to see them run
as a pack," she said. "The only
problem is that they lost contact
with the lead runners too early. It
was a hard week. Two people got
sick on Friday and Saturd ay".
Aitken d oes expect the team to
be stronger at a tri-meet with
UMaine/PresqueIsle and Division
I UMaine/Orono at Orono next
week. Aitken hopesSeveranceand
some ofthe other sick runners will
be able to compete.
In the men 's meet with
Bowdoin, who,accord ing to Coach
Jim Wescott , was "very
respectable". The top runner for
the team was Ben Trevor '93, who
placed 3rd in overall with a time of

26:25in theS.l mileevent. His time
was :07 faster then it was at
NESCACs last year. Second on the
team and fifth overall was Brian
Carlson '94,who rah a time of 26:52.
In sixth place was Greg Rideout
'92, (26:53), and Jeff Harrison '95,
(27:12). Harrison, who ran fourth
for Colby, f in ished second in the
state last year and had an
outstanding first race. Placing f if th
for Colby was Ben Strong '94.
Despite the loss,Coach Wescott
was upbeat about the performance.
"The times were good, the top
seven ran a great race,and the back
pack also had good times,"hesaid.
"There were a lot of personal bests.
The first meets aren't as importan t
as NESCACs and Div 3's. The
training program build sup to those
meets, and this was a good start."
One of the team's top runners,
Abe Rogers '95, missed the meet,
but not because he was ill. He is
training for the World Junior
Triathelete champ ionshi ps in
Australia this weekend. Rogers,
from Burlington, Vermont, is the
National Junior Triathelete
ChampionD

ofthe week
This week's DEVASTATORis John Conaty
'93, free safety on the Football Team. John
continued to be a big-game player against
Hamilton, setting up two Colby touchdowns
with a blocked punt and a pass interception.
He also had six solo tackles and two assists.
Way to go John!!!!!
Devastator J ohn Conaty '93

Are you considering
theological education?

OFFSIDES |
Jonathan Walsh

Homecoming '91:All 1
remember is...
*w"^w*

___

»

All righ t, homecoming
weeken d is over and bef ore
someone else:does it, here's my
look back at wha-tcver I can
remember;
On the Sidelines
-is that felt mascot that was
roaming the sidelines the only
WhiteMule in existenceor what?
-Hey, you've gotta love the
Colby cheerleaders'new outfitsourcrewis almost as goad as the
NewEngland Patriot girls.
-Echo Sports learned this
weekend that Abe Sogers '9S, is
leaving for Australia soon , to
represent U".S< J unior Men in the
International
Triathlon
Championships.Congratulations.
-I'm the farthest thing f rom
politically correct (see p- 9) , but
when are the Washington
Redskins going to change the
nameof their team? I mean,com e
on, what if theCelticswerecalled
the Boston "Whiteboys"?
WhileI'm on thesubj ect,what
about the "White Mules*? You
know what "White Mules"can be
easily translated to? No offense,
butit'sHonkey Donkeys,andhow
ma ny people would be satisfied
with that name?
I've already given my ringing
endorsement lor uph olding
tradi$pn£ eisew;here>and Fm not
severely"bothered "by the name
"White Mutest:but %t% not like
there are a lot "of white smiles
roaming the land. Of course we
cotild cha nge", our name to
"Mules/' but then we'd ju$t be a
bunch of Dumb Asses.
It surprises me that with all
this "p .c" (l hate this word more
each time 1 use it) nonsense
the
floating
ar.ouhd,
ad ministrationhasnt jumped on.
the only name th&t is overtly
discr
iminatory. Maybe tf Colby
had a less homogeneous
popu lati on , th e name "Whi te
Mu l e" wouldn't go widely
unquestioned. Maybe a lot ol
people aren't offended by such
nomencla ture or h aven't thought
fibout it much,but I guess I'm just

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
THE DIVINITY SCHOOL
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Meet With A Representative:
Date: Monday, October 7th
Time: 10:00 - 11:00 a.m.
Place: Contact Penny Spear
in Career Services
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surprised the politically-correct
police haven't caught up with
that one (not that I necessarily
want them to).
Football
-On a more positive note,
Word to Colby football, way to
hang on.
-Advice to ten.Baker '93 ,
when he's about to get tackled:
Lenny, be careful man. You're
gonnahurtsameonetfyou keep
doing that stuff,
-HeyBenny, youeverii terally
bite a guy's head off?
^

Soccer

-Word to Colby men's soccer
<two wins on the weekend), but
gasfaces go to the UnitedStates
SoccerFederationfUSSP)andthe
NCAA for suggesting its member
schools (including NESCAC
colleges like Colby) experiment
with wider soccer goals* The
NESCAC made it into Sports
Illustrated last week, in the
f ollow ing manner "{Thumbs
down) to the NewEngland Small
College Athletic Conference, for
Vvideningits soccer goalsby four
feet in an attempt to increase
Scoring. A fundamental change
withe world'smostpopularsport
seems ill-advised." {SI,
Scoreboard,Sept 30,1S91, jp .tl).
, ,. Soccer, is iap.iiii^ h?i^p tiy„|pw-t>
seoirlng sport. Is ' it " really
necessary to butcher the beauty
of the game in order to placate
mindless, action-seeking fans?
Boxing has tonsof action,so you
can w$teh that if your attention
span can't handle a "dinosaurpaced" game like soccer. If
hockey didn't have so much
Chocking artd fighting, they'd
probably change it too,
- Miscellany
-JZ, did you catch a breeze
$Hi$ weekend?
-What in the name of Mark
Fallon/ Steve Frend is wrong
with alumni having kegs at the
faotbaUtailgateif they're^ years
old? This stuff is getting weak,
-Anyoneelsewatch "Mission
of the Shark" on Sunday?Q

Success can be
a matter of making
tthe right
connections.

is holding general information sessions
Come learn about our master's degree programs, including
Master of Theological Studies and Master of Divinity
Dual degree options and cross-registration opportunities
with the other Harvard graduate faculties

m

Reporting & Writing
Magazine Publishing
Broadcast Journalism
Newspaper Management
The new curriculum
in Integrated Advertising/
Marketing Communications

D
Q
D
D
D

Make a connection.
Call 1/708/491-5228.

Medlll School of Journalism Gradu ate Programs
Northwestern Univ ersity

Field hockey nets first win
By Tyler Duvall
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Fancy stick work prop elled Colby past Tufts on Saturday.

File photo

.

The sky was clear and the field was
relatively dry,a rare occurrence for the Colby
women'sfield hockey team,and after missing
consecutive games due to rain, the Lady
Mules dominated long time nemesis Tufts 31last Saturday for their first win of the season.
The team hosts a tough Nichols squad this
Saturday.
"It was a real nice team effort and a super
win,"said Coach Deb Pluck. "Especially since
we were sitting around for two weeks without
being able to play a game." Colby's victory
was its first over Tufts since 1980.
Colby opened the game by breaking a
two-game scoring slump. Tamiko Davies '93,
scored 20 seconds after the face-off on a cross
by Adria Lowell '92. Neither team scored for
the rest of the half, despite some good
opportunities.

The second half belonged to Michelle
Rowell '92, last year's team-MVP and a twotime Academic All-American. Rowell added
Colby's second goal of the game when she
intercepted a pass at the Tufts'25and sprinted
in from the ri ght side for an unassisted goal.
The only disappointing moment of the
game came when Tufts was awarded a
penalty stroke more than midway through
the second half. Goalie Deb Stinchfield '92,
almost made a brilliant save, but the ball slid
by her and into the goal to make it 2-1.Rowell calmed all worries by scoring off
another cross from Lowell with only minutes
left in the game.
. Overall, Colby outshot Tufts 22-15, with
both goalies making five saves.
"Its tough to go two weeks without
playinga game,"said Pluck. "I was extremel y
pleased with the effort. We're playing pretty
well now."
The two games that were rained out,Bates
and U. Maine at Farmington, have been
rescheduled for October 17th at home and
October 30th, respectively.Q

Football overpowers Hamilton Women's soccer suffers t ough loss
By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
_q*M_mn *i_i»_*«_M__H *«MMqlN_ _rt ^^

Colby FoDtbal f ll-l) survived a fourthquarter scare last Saturday and hel d on to
beat the Hamilton Continentals 21*17at
Seaverns Field. The White Mules were
awesome for three quarters, but began lo
rest on the laurels of a 21-3 edge before
they "responded and got each other going
agai n "in the last quarter,said Coach Tom
Austin.
The Mules dominated every aspect of
the gameforoverSO minutes,managing to
quell a strong Continenta l ground game
and an excellent quarterback (who almost
attended Colby)*But the Mules were more
than happy with w h a t their own
quarterback, Jim Dionizio '92, en route io
their firstvictory over Hamilton since 1979.
Hamilton scored on a six-yard run with
ju stundcrei ghtminutcs to go in thegame,
cutting Colby's lead to 21-10, coming t o
wi thin four points when they scored
anolher tally with 1:06'left in the game*
But the Mules held on for the victory.
"Wc were up 21-3 with ten minutes
lef t/' Coach Austin said. "I t hink wc ju st
took a deep breath and said/we got 'em/
We ju st relaxed too much." Colb y's
defense regained its momentum in the
last few minutes, stopping a two-point
conversion at tempt / and the offense ran
out the clock. Colb y saddled Hamilton
wi t h i t s eighth-straight defeat,dating b ack
lo last year.
Colby built its earl y lead with a
consistent,solid ,running game,o ff ensive
and defensive linemen, and a secondary
which werealmost flawless through three
qua rters.
Running ha ck T-.cn Baker '93, and
full back Jon BartlcU'92, continued lolead
the way for the Mules, each scoring a
touchdown and combining for 233yards.
Bar
tlcttput Colhy on the board first with
a 12-yard run at 6:4$ of lhe first quart er,
and finished with 67-yarda on 19 rushes.
Barllct t continued to do an excellent
j ol? of hlockingand finished wfth27ya rds
on two receptions , "He's » great receiver

as well as runner/' Coach Austin said.
"He'sintenseand teamoriented/ andthatl?
ju st what We need."
Baker continued to excel out of the
hackfield/andhis intensitypropelledhim
to its-yards rushing on 16carries. He now
has 24 carries for 157-yards on the season
for an average of 6.5-ya'r dsperea'rryvsecand
in NESCAC.
Baker's five-yard run with 9;41left in
lhe first-half gave the Mules a 12-0 lead,
and he upped the advantage to 14-0 when
he connected with quarterback Bobby
Ward '93, for th e two-point conversion.
After Hamilton closed the firs t half , wi t h
a field goal at 2:33, neither team Scored
until Colby running backand kick returner
Dave McCarthy '93, ran the tally to 2X-3 on
a 24-yardre verse2:05 into the l hird q uarter,
Ward, who strugg led last week against
Trinity,wasanotherbrightspot on abri ght
day f or Co l by fo otball ,Coach Austi n said.
Ward -"r ose to t his chall enge an d made
some great decisions*like when lo pitch,
and when to keep the ball/' Austin said.
Dio n izio , who spli t s t ime w it h W ard ,
injured his hamstring during prc-season
but has been "g iven the green li ght/' and
was read y to play against Hamilton, said
Coach Austin.
The Mules received strong defensive
performances from theentire line and from
defensive backs Terry Reidy '92,and John
Conaty '93, Reidy made » stop for a tcnyard-loss on a last-ditch trick play at the
end of the third quarter, a nd h e finishe d
the day with 11.5 tackles (ten unassisted).
Cona ty camcup especially big, earning
NESCACco-defensivcplayer-of-the-wcek
honors and also making the ECAC D-HI
h onor roll. He was io on seven tackles «md
set-up two Colby touchdowns with a
blocked punt and an interception. .
After recovering from 14 straight
Hamilton points, Colhy regrouped itself
on offense and defense and "really took a
step forward lo establishing ourselves in
the upper echelon of NESCAC/ Coach
Austi n said. "I ww really pleased* What
heller way to reward ourselves for our
efforts. The kids have done a great job/'
TheMules travel toTuf tsonSMurdnyJJt

By Amy Vreel and

STAFFWRITER
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Colby women's soccer lost what it felt
was a winnable game, to Tufts this Saturday,
2-0, after its Wednesday match against the
University of Maine was cancelled due to
poor weather. "It was a pretty even game,
especially in the second half," co-captain
Margaret Igoe '92, said.
Tuf t's first goal came at 16:15 and was
described b y Coach David LaLiberty as
belonging in the "fluke category," though he
felt that defensivel y Colby had allowed Tufts
to create a scoring opportunity.
"In the first half we played more as
individuals and not as much as a team," cocaptain Heather Hamilton '92, said. "Wc were
chasing them and letting them play their
game. In the second half things changed and
we had better individual and team efforts. "
Halfway through the second half Tufts
scored again on a corner kick when Colby
"let down defensively," LaLiberty said. "We
weren't marking the player who scored, or
the one next to her."
"Their p layers were in the right place at
the right time," said Igoe. The goalie from
Tufts made three saves on three shots while
Colby's Meredith Johnson made nine saves

on eleven shots.
"Tufts played [its] usual solid game and
showed no real weaknesses," said Coach
LaLiberty. "I was impressed by their midfielders and their ability to play defensively."
Hamilton feels that the team is still getting
used to playing together.
"We are still changing around a bit," she
said. "We were a better team than Tufts. We
made them look good. They were playing
harder. " I goe agreed and felt that Colby
would have been victorious had the White
Mules worked together.
"(I was] discouraged by [the tea m's]
playing in the first half , [but] encouraged by
some of the things in the second half. Overall
I' m a little frustrated that we are still
underachieving," said LaLiberty.
Hamilton said the team will take the loss
as a learning experience and will now
concentrate on the upcoming games. The
White Mules, with a 2-3 record , are scheduled
toplay BowdoinonTuesdayand Amherston
Saturday.
"We can give both Bowdoin and Amherst
a good ga me i f we work together," said Igoe.
"The key will be to get the team focused.
Bowdoin is always ' really strong and very
consistent."
"Our games against Bowdoin are usuall y
more evenly ma tc h ed ," said Hamilton.
Women's soccer has never beaten Bowdoin
in the seventeen years it has played thom.Q

Soccer goalie Meridelh J ohnson '92 , saves one against Tufts.
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